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FOREWORD 
This report  has been prepared by the Hamilton Standard Division of United Aircraft 
Corporation for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Langley Research 
Center in accordance with Contract NAS 1-7905. The report covers work accomplished 
during Task 3 of the AILSS study that i s  not included in the AILSS final contract report. 
In particular, two pre-AILSS mission designs (with resupply) a r e  defined, parametric 
weight curves of crew size and power supply a r e  presented, and effects of mission 
parameters  a r c  examined. 
Appreciation i s  expressed to the technical monitors, Mr. W. D. Hypes and 
Mr. E'. W .  Booth of NASA-Langley Research Center, for their advice and guidance 
during all phases of the AlLSS study. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The advent of longer duration space flights has necessitated tho development of a 
new generation of environnlental control and life support equipment and techniques. T o  
satisfy future requirements, the evolution of such systems has been toward developing 
processes employing regenerative type lifc support equipment. The 'Trade-off Study 
and Conceptual Design of Regenerative Advanced Integrated Life Support Systems 
(AILSS)ll report describes various systems which meet this objective. The AILSS 
report  i s  used t o  supplement the material presented here,  particularly in regard t o  the 
candidate concept descriptions discussed within this report.  
This  report presents an evalctation of two additional environ~ncntal control and life 
support systems for  an early AILSS type mission with resupply every 180 days. Two 
different electrical power supply systeir~s a r c  considered, and the optimum subsystem 
concepts for  each power supply a r e  chosen. One of the systems (Mission A)  uses  solar  
cell  power which i s  extremely limited. The other system (Mission B) uses a Brayton 
cycle power supply where power is not a limitation. Flight dates for both systems a r e  
in the 1975-1977 period. 
Included in this report  a r e  discussions of some of thc major design considerations 
and constraints of space vehicles and their effect on equip~r~cnt  configuration, reliability, 
and weight. Items considered a r e  the effect of resupply, artificial gravity, flight date, 
and crew size (50-100 men). Curves ineludetl show weight variation with time for the 
various candidate subsystem concepts and for three different power sources. 
STUDY APPROACH 
Objectives 
The  objectives of this study are: 
1. Determine the optimum life support design for  a power limited (solar cell) 
space station with a launch date  of 1975-77. 
2. Determine the optimum life support design for  a space station launch in 
1975-1977 with a Brayton cycle power supply. 
Specifications and Guidelines 
The  study objectives a r e  to be  accomplished with cer tain guidelines and assump- 
tions a s  agreed to with NASA Langley Research Center. These a r e  identified in  the 
following l is t .  The  conceptual designs for the solar  cell  and Brayton cycle sys tems 
a r e  based on the specifications and requirements shown in table 1. 
1. Projection of subsystem data  is made for  a 1975-1977 flight, although 1977 
was selected as the go/no-go date fo r  subsystem availability. 
2. No specific vehicle configuration i s  considered. 
3 .  Radiators a r e  treated a s  "black boxes" because the configuration, sizing, 
and detai ls  of radiator  construction do not affect the selection of EC/LS 
subsystem concepts. 
I 
4. Thermal  power interfaces a r e  not defined in detail. 
5. Suit loop definition and consideration of EVA operations a r e  not required. 
6. Consideration of regeneration i s  given to al l  subsystem a reas ,  with the 
exception of the food. 
7. Overboard diinlp is limited to  liquids and gases.  
8. Consideration of integration of the EC/LS systems or  subsystems with other 
vehicle systems,  with thc exceptit 7 of power, is not required. Specifically, 
was' : product i i t i l i ~ a t i c - ~  .'or die propulsion system, radiation shielding, e tc .  , 
is not considered. 
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9, Manual handling of feces shall be precluded. 
10. A whole body bath o r  shower shall be  provided. 
11. An onboard analysis instrumentation capability is required. 
12. Cabin leakage i s  assumed to be zero  for the purpose of designing the atmos- 
pher e contaminant contr 01 subsystem. 
Selection Cri ter ia  
The selection of evaluation criteria i s  based on a recognition that some require- 
ments a r e  absolute, others are of primary importance, and still others a r e  largely 
desirable rather  than necessary. These cr i te r ia  encompass both the total system 
performance requirements and the projected flight hardware operational characteris-  
tics. Performance requirements a r e  covered primarily in the absolute cr i te r ia .  Hard- 
ware  factors are heavily stressed in the primary criteria: these a r e  reliability, crew 
t ime (maintainability), and equivalent weight. Some integration aspects are considered 
in the  primary cri ter ia  evaluations, but they a r e  covered principally in the secondary 
cr i te r ia  as shown in figure 1. 
These cr i te r ia  a r e  applied sequentially in the groups shown to  eliminate concepts 
that fail on either an absolute o r  comparative evaluation and to provide the basis  for  
selection among surviving candidates. 
The cr i te r ia  used a s  a basis  for the selection of subsystems a r e  s imilar  t o  those 
used in the AILSS study. The solar cell mission cr i te r ia  a r e  s imilar  to  those shown for 
the Brayton cycle with the exception that power, which is a major limitation of the solar 
cell  system, i s  consjdered to  be the primary criterion of f i rs t  importance. Power i s  
considered a s  a secondary factor in the Brayton cycle evaluation. 
RELIABILITY 
CREW TlME 
SECONDARY 
CHARACTER ISTICS 
CONTAMINATION 
INTERFACES 
FLEX I BI LI TY 
GROWTH 
NOISE 
VOLUME 
MISSION A (SOLAR CELL) 
CREW TlME 
EQUIVALENT 
7 
SECONDARY 
CHARACTER ISTICS 
CONTAMINATION 
INTERFACES 
FLEXIBILITY 
GROWTH 
NOISE 
VOLUME 
POWER 
Figurc~ 1. Selection Criteria. 
MISSION A AND MISSION B SYSTEMS 
Both pre-AILSS missions a r e  earth-orbital and thus have resupply capability. 
Additional power supply constraints of Mission A (solar cell  power supply), in conjunc- 
tion with the availability and resupply capability considerations, have a significant 
impact on subsystem selections. In Mission B (Brayton cycle power and heat supply) 
availability is the major constraint. This system is  therefore essentially s imilar  to 
the AILSS Brayton cycle system, with the primary exception in the CO2 reduction/ 
oxygen generation selections. 
The availability constraint i s  an absolute criterion. Power limitations, however, 
require a t rade of power (in watts) saved versus pounds of fixed and/or expendable 
weight. Here resupply was used to relieve the weight constraints, even though an in- 
c rease  in total pounds in orbit over the entire mission length would result. The r e a l  
question of "How many pounds i s  a watt worth?" i s  based on a total vehicle cost effec- 
tiveness study, and i s  not treated in this report.  F o r  Mission A evaluations, power 
savings of l e s s  than a few hundred watts were not made if unreasonable weight increases 
resulted. 
Resupply capability may be used for such obvious purposes a s  supply of large 
expendable food quantities, other expendables, and some spare  parts.  An attempt was 
made to avoid using periodic resupply a s  a reliability crutch, even though abort possi- 
bilites exist. The basic reliability and maintainability approach for the resupplied 
missions was the same a s  in the AILSS study report.  
Schematics for the Mission A system and for the Mission B system are presented 
in figures 2 and 3, respectively. Table 2 presents a list of the Mission A subsystem 
selections and the power and weight numbers. Table 3 presents the same infom~~at ion  
for the Mission B system. Total equivalent weight a r e  given for the f i r s t  180 day 
resupply period and f o r  the total requirements of a two-year mission. 
The total electrical power for each mission shows the solar cell systcln requiring 
6730 watts and the Brayton cycle system 8050 watts. 'I'he primary importance of power 
in the evaluation of the solar cell subsys te~ns  accounts for the lower power for this 
system. This low power i s  obtained at the cost of highel- fjxed weight, resupply weight, 
and crew s t r e s s .  The solar cell system total ecluivafent weight for 180 day launch is 
13 047 pounds, approxbnakly 670 pounds grea ter  tllan the Brayton cycle system. The 
following table indicaftes the percentage of the total eqiilvalent weight of each weight 
category for the two system S. 
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180 Day 
~ i x e d  Expendable Spares, Power , 
Weight, % Weight, O/o % 
Mission  solar Cell 31.6 38.4 6.4 23.7 
Mission  so ray ton Cycle 30.8 30.2 5.2 33.8 
The 180-day resupply weight for the solar cell system i s  1473 pounds heavier than 
the Brayton cycle. The difference is due primarily to hydrogen resupply for the 
Sabatier process and waste collector canisters for the vacuum drying system. 
AILSS 
If the same power limiting constraint were imposed on the AI1,SS (500 day.no 
resupply) mission, the EC/LS design would be changed as follows: 
1. Change integrated vacuum decomposition subsystem to a vacuum drying sub- 
system. Power saving i s  1650 watts. 
2. Process wash water and condensate with a reverse osmosis unit and process 
urine and urine flush water with a vapor diffusion/compression rather than use 
vapor diffusion/compression for all other functions. Power saving is 800 
watts. 
3. Use the low power integral wick heat exchanger design with an air  bypass 
temperature control for temperature and humidity control. Power saving i s  
350 watts. 
4. Use membrane C02 concentrator requiring no energy for heating purposes. 
This would give a further power decrease of 600 watts. 
The above subsystem changes would result in an AILSS Design 1 EC/LS system 
power decrease from 10 339 watts to about 7000 watts. Additional minor changes might 
be made by reducing a i r  cooling loads and making other system refinements. These 
changes of course would be made at the expense of increased weight, lower reliability, 
and higher crew time. 
Mission A System 
Some of the subsystems making up the Mission A system are  the same as  those 
selected for the AILSS and some a r e  different. Where differences occur, the Mission A 
choices a r e  selected because of availability or because they consume less electrical 
power. Resupply capability was also a factor in the Mission A subsystem selections. 
Oxygen and nitrogen storage and the pressure znc! composition control coacepts 
a r e  the same a s  those selected for the AILSS. Thus, both oxygen and nitrogen a r e  
stored a s  high pressure (3000 psia) gases. The pressure control subsystem admits 
oxygen and nitrogen, in a fixed ratio, to the cabin whenever total cabin pressure i s  
lower than the set point. Oxygen partial pressure is controlled by the oxygen generation 
subsystem. 
The 0 2  generation/c02 control system consists of a water electrolysis subsystem, 
a C02 concentration subsystem, and a C02 reduction subsystem. The electrolysis 
unit generates oxygen from water at the average metabolic rate. Rate of electrolysis is 
adjustable to keep cabin oxygen partial pressure within specified limits. Byproduct 
hydrogen generated by the electrolysis process i s  supplemented with stored hydrogen 
and delivered to the C02 reduction subsystem. There, the hydrogen i s  reacted w i a  
C02 removed from the cabin a i r  by the C02 concentration subsystem. The products of 
this reaction a re  methane and water. The methane is dumped to  space, while.lhe water 
is removed and recycled to the water electrolysis subsystem. The gas circulation con- 
cept, a vapor-fed immobilized matrix design, i s  used for water electrolysis. Par% of 
the recirculating oxygen i s  diverted to the cabin to supply metabolic needs, Feed water 
i s  added and transported a s  a vapor to the cells, where it is absorbed by the electro- 
lyte and electrolyzed. The C02 concentration concept, with lower power consumption 
than the AILSS selection, i s  a molecular sieve unit. Inlet cabin a i r  i s  predried by 
adsorption of water vapor on one of two cycling silica gel beds before entering one of 
two cycling molecular sieve beds, where C02 is removed by adsorption. Water is  
removed from the desorbing silica gel desiccant bed by heatless (rapid cycling at 
ambient temperature) desorption into the a i r  returning to the cabin. C 0 2  is removed 
from the desorbing molecular sieve bed into an accumulator by a combination of vacuum 
and low temperature (200°F) heat. The concentrated C02 in the accumulator is fed into 
the CO2 reduction subsystem. The C02 reduction subsystem minimizes power by using 
the Sabatier-methane dump concept. The Sabatier reaction, which combines CO2 and 
hydrogen to  form methane and water, requires no heating power except for startup. 
Furthermore, because the methane is dumped overboard and the product water con- 
densed, no gas recirculation compressor i s  needed. Carbon handling i s  also avoided. 
Atmospheric contamination control is accomplished by a combination of catalytic 
oxidation, chemical absorption, and absolute filtration, just a s  it is in the AILSS. 
Thermal control regulates cabin temperature and humidity by an air  bypass ar- 
rangement using integral wick heat exchangers. This concept permits lower pressure 
drop and higher efficiency fans than the AILSS selection, resulting in significantly lower 
power consumption. 
Water management i s  accomplished by adding a reverse osmosis unit to  the vapor 
dilfuslon-compression concept selected for the AILSS solar cell design. Condensate md 
wash water are combined and a re  processed by the reverse osmosis unit. The resulting 
purified water i s  ready for storage and use by the crew, while the residuum is fed to ! ;e 
vapor diffusion-compression unit, together with pretreated urine and flush water. 
Here, water is purified by evaporation through a semipermeable membrane before 
being stored in heated, bladder storage tanks. The vapor diffusion-compression unit 
residuum is transferred to the waste control subsystem. The two major power - 
reducing features of the Mission A water management system a re  condensate and wash 
water preprocessing by the low power reverse osmosis unit and recovery of the heat of 
condensation with use of the compression in the vapor diffusi on-c ompression unit. 
Waste control i s  accomplished with the integrated vacuum drying concept, which 
requires fa r  less power than the AILSS selection. Waste water residuum from the 
water management subsystem and fecal and other solid wastes a r e  processed by expo- 
sure  t o  space vacuum at cabin temperature. This removes much of the contained water, 
rendering the residual material bacteriostatic. This material i s  accumulated, stored, 
and removed during resupply. 
In the crew provisions area, food and personal hygiene selections a r e  similar to  
those of the AILSS, with use of freeze-dried food and a shower. Disposable clothing i s  
selected, however, to effect a power reduction of 320 watts. 
The instrumentation concept is somewhat less sophisticated than that of the AILSS 
in that fault isolation requires more crew member participation. A computerized data 
management system will be used, however, to the fullest extent possible at  the flight 
dates. 
Thus, the Mission A system minimizes electrical power consumption and takes 
advantage of resupply capability wherever possible. 
Mission B System 
Mission B i s  not power critical a s  is Mission A, and the EC/LS system is therefore 
closer to the AILSS than the Mission A system. In fact, the Mission B system concept 
is similar to the AILSS Design 3 (Brayton cycle design), except in the areas  of water 
management and oxygen generation/C02 control. All other areas use the same concepts 
as the AILSS. 
Thus, oxygen and nitrogen a r e  stored a s  3000 psia high pressure gases. Total 
cabin pressure is controlled by delivering these gases in a fixed ratio, while oxygen 
partial pressure is controlled by regulating oxygen generati on rate of the 0 2  generation/ 
CO2 control subsystem. Atmospheric contamination control is accomplished by a com- 
bination of catalytic oxidation, chemical absorption, and absolute filtration. Thermal 
control is achieved with variable speed fans coupled to  face-wicked heat exchangers. 
Waste is eliminated by an integrated vacuum decomposition process. Crew provisions 
include a freeze-dried diet, a shower, and reusable clothing. The computerized data 
management approach i s  used in the instrumentation subsystem. 
Water management is a l so  s imilar ,  in part ,  with the Design 3 AILSS in that waste  
wa te r s  are processed in. a vapor diffusion unit. Because bladderless taraks will  not b e  
fully developed, however, the purified water  is s t o r d  in  bladder tanks. 
Like the Mission A system and unlike the AILSS, the  O2 generation/C02 control 
subsystem includes a separa te  water  electrolysis unit, as well as C02 concentration 
and reduction units. The  Mission B subsystem, however, i s  different f rom ei ther  of the 
others.  A s  in the  Mission A system, oxygen i s  generated by a gas circulation water  
e lectrolysis  process  and byproduct hydrogen i s  reacted with concentrated C 0 2  in  the 
C02 reduction unit. The  products of th i s  reaction, however, a r e  carbon ( ra ther  than 
methane) and water .  T h e  solid carbon i s  removed (with the used catalyst cartridge) and 
s tored until picked by the resupply vehicle. The  water is condensed and recycled to the 
water  e lectrolysis  unit. A purge of the Bosch reac tor  to  space e l i l n~na te s  the laitrogen 
impurity in the concentrated C02 .  Like thc AILSS, the Misslon 13 systerrr uses a s team 
desorbed r e s i n  C 0 2  concentrator.  The  C02 reduction unit uses  the f3osch process  t o  
r eac t  C02 with hydrogen, forming solid carbon and water .  Tlyd~,ogen is not discarded 
f rom this sys tem and therefore need not be resupplied. 
Limited by availability, the instrumentation subsystem i s  sitnilas to that of 
Mission A. It u se s  the con~puter  for  data  management, but fault isolation requi res  
considerable participation by the crew. 
Tbus, the Mission B system is very much lilte the Design 3 AILSS, except where 
it i s  l imited by hardware availabilily. 
SUBSYSTEM SELECTIONS FOR MISSIONS A AND B 
Selection of subsystems for Missions A and B is based on the evaluation c r i t e r i a  
described earlier.  Many of the selections are the same a s  for the AILSS, but some a r e  
significantly different. For Mission A, differences occur mainly because of the ear l ier  
flight date and the criticality of electrical power. F o r  Mission B, differences result 
from the earl ier  flight date. 
Selections a r e  made for the following subsystems: 
Oxygen and nitrogen storage 
Pressure  and composition control 
Water electrolysis 
C02 removal and concentration 
C02 reduction 
Atmosphere contamination control 
Temperature and humidity control 
Water management 
Waste control 
Crew provisions 
Instrumentation 
Oxygen and Nitrogen Storagc 
Metabolic oxygen requirements a r e  provided by the reduction of man-produced 
carbon dioxide and water in the oxygen generation subsystcrn. The existence of vehicle 
gas leakage and cabin repr  essurization requirements necessitates the onboard storage 
of the primary cabin atmospheric constituents, oxygen and nitrogen. 
Mission A and Mission B selections. - Power, which is the only differentiating 
criterion between Mission A and B selec:tions, is not a significant factor in the atmos- 
pheric storage selection. The selected high pressure storage method is therefme 
applied to both missions. Those methods considered a re :  
1. High pressure  storage 
2. H i g h p r e s s u r e s t o r a g e w i t h e l e ~ t r o l y s i s f o r 0 ~  leakage 
3. Subcritical storage 
4. Supercritical storage 
All of these systems can be deve1upc:ci in the time. 
At the present time there is no means of refilling cryogenic tanks in orbit. 
Replacing cryogenic tanks means that small tanks will have t o  be  used s o  that they can 
be  handled in ze ro  gravity. A large number of fluid connections (4-6 per  tank) will have 
t o  be  made whenever the tanks a r e  replaced. Resupply of cryogenically stored 0 2  and 
N2 is therefore undesirable. Based on the fact that tanks must be replaced in orbit, 
high pressure, filament wound tanks a r e  chosen for O2 and N2 storage. Filament 
wound pressure  vessels are rapidly being accepted for man-rated applications, and the 
acceptable stress levels a r e  constantly increasing. Therefore, a s  weight i s  considered 
competitive, the much higher reliability and lower crew t imes  result  in the selection of 
high pressure storage in filament wound tanks. 
Combined high pressure  storage and electrolysis of stored water for 0 2  leakage 
makeup appears desirable for large leakage rates.  For  the low leakage ra te s  assumed 
for  Missions A and B, the small  savings in weight, however, do not justify the lack of 
operating flexibility of separate storage. If the cabin leakage were larger, hydrogen 
generated by water electrolyzed for leakage oxygen could substantially reduce hydrogen 
storage requirements. 
P ressure  and Composition Control 
With no availability problem or significant power consumption, the AILSS concept 
i s  a lso  selected for both Mission A and Mission I3. Thus, oxygen and nitrogen a r e  
delivered in a fixed ratio for cabin leakage make-up, and acccptable oxygen partial 
pressure  i s  maintained by modulating the oxygen generation subsysteln output. 
Water Electrolysis 
Water electrolysis units a r e  required in both missions under consideration to  
generate metabolic oxygen requirements. An oxygen r a t e  of 15.1 pounds per day must 
be  generated f rom 17. 0 pounds of water. This water i s  made up partially from CQ2 
reduction and partially from metabolically generated water. Hydrogen produced by 
electrolysis of this  water i s  transported to the C 0 2  reduction unit for consumption in the 
hydrogeneration process. 
Mission A and Mission 13 selections. - Table 4 shows the electrolysis collcepts 
considered to  be available by 1977. The evaluation made of these candidates was con- 
sidered applicable for both Missions A and B. Electrical power penalty, which i s  the 
only differentiating criterion between tht: two missions, i s  the same for both missions. 
This  is because there i s  no heating rtquirement for any of the elcctrolysis systems 
which would allow a redttctlnn in electrical penalty for the Rrayton cycle system. 
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Based on low power requirements, the outstanding systems a r e  wick feed and gas 
circulation. Wick feed is  further advanced than the gas circulation concept, but both 
can be available by 1977. The wick feed concept requires a zero gravity gas separator 
t o  prevent dissolved gas in the feed water from becoming trapped in the cell modules. 
There is no significant difference in weight or  power between the two systems. Both 
systems integrate well with the C02 reduction system. 
The gas circulation concept, shown in  figure 4, is a vapor feed system. In 
normal operation, water from the water management subsystem is fed to the evapora- 
tor by a metering pump. Gas is circulated by a fan through the cell modules, and over 
an evaporator, picking up water, and returns to  the cell module inlet. Within the 
cells, water vapor is absorbed from the circulating oxygen stream into an electrolyte 
matrix. Hydrogen and oxygen generated a t  the cell leave through a dual-passage 
condenser-separator. Condensate is pumped back to the evaporator. Heat is removed 
by coolant tubes passing through the cell modules, thereby providing posititre tempera- 
ture control of the process. The oxygen generation rate is controlled by the simul- 
taneous variation of electrolysis current and water feed pump speed. 
C02 Removal and Concentration 
The crew exhales carbon dioxide a t  a rate of 18.5 pounds per day. This carbon 
dioxide must be removed from the atmosphere to  an acceptable level, and trankported 
to  a reduction system for reclamation of contained oxygen. 
The C02 concentrator subsystem must perform the control function by maintain- 
ing C02 partial pressure a t  a maximum of 7.6 mm Hg. Normal concentrations will be 
between 3.8 and 5.7 mrn Hg, depending on crew activity. During emergencies, C02 
partial pressure must not exceed 15 mm Hg for a maximum period of 72 hours. 
Collected C02 is compressed to 40 psia and delivered to the reduction system 
(either Sabatier or Bosch) a t  a purity of 98 percent. l'he two percent impurity is com- 
posed of oqgen  and nitrogen transferred along with the C02. Oxygen is consumed in 
the reaction and the nitrogen is either cluinped overboard (in the Sabatier) or  purged 
from the reactor (in the Bosch). 
Mission A-C02 concentration selection. - Of the C 0 2  concentrator concepts 
initially considered in the AILSS study, only those expected t o  be available in 1977 
were retained for further evaluation. Their relative ratings a r e  shown in table 5. 
Electrodialysis and the solid amilie concept require more than twice the power of 
the molecular sieve system, s o  they were eliminated from consideration. The 
difference in total equivalent weight between steam desorbed resin and ~nolecular sieve 
low temperature desorption is calculated to  be 20 pountls for 180 days, which is 
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negligible. The molecular sieve low temperature system has a higher rating in 
availability/confidence then the steam desorbed resin system but is less reliable. The 
steam desorbed resin requires 170 watts more than the molecular sieve system. 
Based on its lower power, the molecular sieve system is chosen. 
Membrane diffusion requires only half the power of the molecular sieve concept. 
However, this system was not considered because i t  will not be ready by 1977. A 
major breakthrough in  membrane technology, however, could result in its availability 
by the scheduled flight date. 
The molecular sieve concept is shown schematically in figure 5. Basic to the 
operation of a molecular sieve system is a sorbent material that has a high affinity 
for COZ, usually an artificial zeolite. Two canisters function alternately in adsorb- 
ing and desorbing modes. Because the sorbent has a preferential affinity for water 
vapor, an additional pair of desiccant canisters, usually containing silica gel, is used 
to adsorb the moisture from the process stream before i t  enters the C02 removal 
beds. The desiccant beds a r e  regenerated by passing the effluent a i r  from the molecu- 
lar  sieve canister through the desorbing desiccant canister, where the contained water 
rehumidifies the air. The molecular sieves a r e  desorbed in a sequenced operation. 
Atmospheric gas filling the void volume in the isolated, desorbing zeolite canister is  
returned to the concentrator inlet by the compressor. The accompanying reduction in 
canister pressure to 0.1 psia causes partial desorption of a i r  and carbon dioxide, 
which return with the void volume gas. This ullage and adsorbed a i r  removal i s  
necessazy for delivery of high purity COP &, . 
In the second phase of this recovery operation, the compressor discharge i s  
diverted into the accumulator by a solenoid-operated valve. The compressor main- 
tains reduced pressure in the desorbing zeolite canister and transfers the carbon 
dioxide to the accumr~lator as  it is desorbed. This desorption process is accelerated 
by the transfer of heat at 200° F to the zeolite bed from the heating fluid, which circu- 
lates through coils in the bed. Near the end of the cycle, cold fluid replaces the hot 
fluid to precool the bed prior to adsorption. 
Mission B-C02 concentration selection. - With power a s  a secondary criterion, an 
evaluation of table G has resulted in the selection of a steam desorbed resin concept 
as  the C 0 2  concentrator subsystem for Mission B. This selection is based mainly on 
the primary design criteria of outstanding reliability and total equivalent weight, with 
reasonable crew time and support from absolute and secondary criteria. 
If unexpected development problems arise or  if peak power requirements a r e  
unacceptable, the molecular sieve concept, with somewhat higher complexity and 
equivalent weight, is an attractive alternative. 
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The steam desorption system is  shown schematically in figure 6. The two sorbent 
beds operate cyclically. In normal operation, both beds may be absorbing, o r  one may 
be absorbing and the other desorbing, a t  any given time. Each bed desorbs only 25 
percent of the time. When both beds a r e  absorbing C02, cabin air i s  directed through 
both beds, in parallel, by a single fan. The ion exohange resin in each bed absorbs 
C02 on a timed cycle until effluent C02 concentration is 40 to  50 percent of influent 
concentration. When one bed reaches this condition, i t  begins the desorption phase 
(while the other bed continues absorption), influent a i r  bypassing this bed. 
During desorption, steam a t  ambient pressure is  generated and directed into the 
desorbing resin bed. For the first part  of this phase, steam condensing on the sorbent 
displaces absorbed C02 farther  and farther  along the bed because of the bed's grea ter  
affinity for  H20. At the same time, void volume a i r  i s  displaced through a valve to  the 
cabin. In the second part of the desorption phase, this valve diverts to  the concentra- 
tion position, and nearly pure saturated C02 is delivered to the accumulator by a com- 
pressor. At the end of the desorption phase, bed temperature i s  180 to  200° F and a 
significant quantity of condensed steam is dispersed throughout the solid resin. When 
the adsorption phase s t a r t s ,  this condensed steam evaporates into the influent cabin a i r ,  
cooling the bed and making room for more C02. A condenser-separator removes this 
water vapor from the effluent a i r .  Another condenser-separator removes excess water 
vapor from the C02 before it  enters  the accumulator. 
C02 Reduction 
I n  general, the requirements of the C02 reduction unit a r e  to  process 18.5 pounds 
of C02  and produce 15.1 pounds of water for  electrolysis. With an additional 1.9 
pounds of water from the water management system, 15.1 pounds of oxygen a r e  ulti- 
mately produced for  metabolic consumption. 
The C02 reduction system must therefore be used in conjunction with a C02 con- 
centrator and a water electrolysis unit. However, C02 reduction can be considered 
independently here,  because a l l  reduction subsystems available for Missions A and B 
must be integrated with a separate water electrolysis unit and a C02 concentration unit 
to form an  integrated 0 2  generation/Co2 control subsystem. This is  not t rue  for the 
AILSS, where the trade-off must be made on the integrated subsystem level because of 
the additional oxygen generation concepts available in the 1976-1980 time period. 
Mission A-C02 reduction selection. - There a r e  only two systems that can be 
available in the 1975-77 time period. These systems a r e  Bosch and Sabatier with 
methane dump. Other concepts initially considered but rejected due t o  availability a r e  
fused salt, solid electrolyte, and Sabatier with methane cracking. Table 7 presents  a 
relative comparison of the Bosch and Sabatier-methane dump concepts for  the estab- 
lished criteria.  The table below gives a quantitative breakdown of the values for  power 
and weight of these systems. 

TABLE 7 - EVALUATION SUMMARY - C 0 2  REDUCTION - MISSION A 
I I I I 
Power Basic wt. Spares Expendables 
Candidate 
Bosch 465 152 9 5 23 0 
Sabatier-methane dump 65 45 50 760 
The Bosch is  much the lighter system since it  requires no hydrogen storage, but 
it requires 400 watts more than the Sabatier system. The main weight difference 
between the systems is  due primarily to the hydrogen resupply for the Sabatier-methane 
dump. The hydrogen tanks have been considered to be expendables. The Sabatier- 
methane dump concept i s  considered available now since several  flight prototype units 
have been built and successfully tested. Since carbon is  disposed of a s  a gas in the 
Sabatier process, and no carbon collection device is  required, estimated crew t ime is 
much lower than for the Bosch concept. 
Based on the lower power requirements and favorable ratings fo r  other absolute 
and primary cri ter ia ,  and capability for resupply, the Sabatier-methane dump concept 
i s  selected for Mission A. 
This system is  shown schematically in figure 7. The Sabatier-methane dump system 
uses a single reduction reactor  operating a t  about 600°F. It  i s  a hydrogenation process. 
In addition to  the reac tors ,  the reduction section includes a regenerative heat ex- 
changer, a condenser-separator, a condensate pump (which can be eliminated during 
subsystem integration), a hydrogen supply tank, and control devices. This system 
does not generate carbon, but dumps i t  overboard a s  methane (CH4). In addition to the 
reduction section, the system requires C02 concentration and water electrolysis sec-  
tions. 
During normal operation of the reduction section, carbon dioxide (from the con- 
centrator and hydrogen (from electrolysis and/or storage) a r e  combined and fed Lo the 
hydrogenation reactor.  There the carbon dioxide is hydrogenated to  form water vapor 
and methane. Water vapor in the reactor  effluent i s  condensed, separated from the 
methane, and transferred to  the water management system. The methane is  then 
dumped t o  space together with the excess hydrogen. 
Mission ~ - c o ~  reduction selection. - Thd Bosch system has been selected f o r  
Mission B, based on its availability and low weight. A full scale unit of the Bosch 
system has been run a s  an integrated system, although carbon handling was a problem. 
Current carbon collection work has proven promising. This system is  a closed loop 
concept and is not subject t o  the C02 losc.es encountered by the Sabatier-methane dump 
concept. Table 8 summarizes the evaluation. 

TABLE 8 - EVALUATION SUMMARY - CO2 REDUCTION - MISSION B 
aa 
The total Boe;ch system includes the steam desorbed resin carbon dioxide concen- 
trator, the Bosch reactor, and the gas circulation water electrolysis concept. This 
system is described schematically in figure 8. 
The Bosch system is a hydrogenation process and uses a single carbon dioxide re- 
duction reactor operating a t  1200° F. During normal operation of the reduction section, 
a reactor gas stream circulates through the catalytic reactor, the regenerative heat 
exchanger, the condenser-separator, the compressor, and back to the reactor. As the 
gas circulates, carbon dioxide (from the concentrator) and hydrogen (from electrolysis) 
a r e  added, and water generated by the reaction is removed (after condensation) to the 
water management system. Within the reactor, water vapor and carbon a r e  formed on 
a steel wool catalyst. Carbon is removed from the system by periodic replacement of 
the carbon-loaded catalyst cartridge. 
An infrared instrument measures carbon dioxide partial pressure in the loop and, 
at a low concentration limit, signals a solenoid valve to let in more carbon dioxide. 
Hydrogen is added to maintain the selected total pressure. Heat from the exothermic 
reaction is rejected to the condenser coolant. 
Atmosphere Contamination Control 
Atmospheric contamination control is used to limit the concentration of trace 
gases, biological microorganisms, and wet and dry particulate matter in the cabin 
atmosphere to acceptable levels so that the health and comfort of the crew a r e  safe- 
guarded. Representative gaseous contaminants which require processing by the con- 
tamination control system a re  listed in table 9 along with their generation ra tes  and 
tentative space maximum allowable concentrations. 
Mission A-contaminant control selection. - It is anticipated that only two contami- 
nant control systems could be developed in time to meet the 1975-1977 flight date. 
There a re :  
1. Non-regenerable charcoal with catalytic oxidation 
2 .  Catalytic oxidation with sorption 
A regenerable charcoal concept is  presently in the research phase but i s  not 
expected to be available by the 1975-1977 time period. 
Table 10 shows the evaluated ratings for the two candidate concepts. 
There a r e  two safety hazards inherent in the use of non-regenerable charcoal. 
The first of these and the least critical is the combustibility of charcoal. A more 
important hazard posed by charcoal is  its ability to support bacterial growth, especially 
when loaded with adsorbed organic materials. 
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TABLE 10. - EVALUATION SUMMARY - CONTAMINANT CONTROL - MISSIONS A AND B 
- 
CRITERIA 
The comparison of system weights and power shown below indicates that a non- 
regenerable charcoal system is considerably heavier than catalytic oxidation/sorption 
but requires about 50 watts less power. 
180 Days 
Power Fixed wt. Spares Expendables 
Candidate (watts) (lb) 0 (lb) 
Non-regenerable charcoal 165 5 8 2 0 6 85 
Catalytic oxidation/sorption 211 89 10 6 7 
Although Mission A is a power limited system, the weight and safety advantages of 
catalytic oxidation with sorption outweigh the small difference in power, and i t  is 
selected for this mission. 
This system is shown in figure 9. The catalytic oxidizer is the main contaminant 
removal device, with various sorbents employed to remove specific contaminants that 
cannot be satisfactorily removed in the oxidizer. The catalyst recommended is 20 
percent palladium on alumina, operating at  700°F. The process rate through - the cata- 
lyst bed i s  3 cfrn. The catalyst beds, which may be operated singly or in parallel, a r e  
oversized to allow for catalyst poisoning. No particular effort is made to prevent 
catalyst poisoning. 
The main sorbent bed, which processes 50 cfm, and the catalytic oxidizer pre- 
sorber a r e  intended to remove ammonia only. For this purpose, copper-sulfated Sor- 
beads a re  recommended, but other sorbents a re  available. The catalytic oxidizer 
post-sorbent recommended is lithium carbonate because of its demonstrated ability to 
sorb acid gases such as  hydrogen chloride, chlorine, and hydrogen fluoride, which may 
be formed in the oxidizer. 
Electrical power is  used to heat the oxidizer. A heating element is  installed in 
each oxidizer and heats both the process flow and the catalyst bed directly. A regen- 
erable heat exchanger is also included in the oxidizer. Normal temperature control is  
achieved by an on-off heater controller that responds to catalyst bed temperature. In 
the event a catalyst bed fails, the heater is  simply shut off and the flow is diverted to 
the good oxidizer. 
Mission B-contaminant control selection. - Since the power difference in the two 
evaluated concepts is less critical for the Mission B system, the choice of catalytic 
oxidation with sorption remains the best selection. Descriptions of the concept charac- 
teristics and operation a r e  the same a s  described for Mission A. 
CABIN AIR 
IN 
-----------a 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - , J  
Figure 9. Catalytic ~xidation/~orption Concept. 
Temperature and Humidity Control 
To assure crew comfort, both cabin temperature and relative humidity must be 
controlled and proper cabin ventilation must be provided. Cabin temperatures between 
6 5 " ~  and 75" F can be selected by the crew. Relative humidity is  normally regulated to 
55 zt 5 percent. 
- There a r e  four basic 
systems considered for temperature and humidity control: 
1. condenser /reheat 
2. Variable speed fan 
3.  Air bypass 
4. Separate condenser and cooler 
Evaluations of these candidates for the mission evaluation criteria a r e  shown in 
table 11. The variable speed fan and a i r  bypass systems a r e  the two most competitive 
concepts. Power and weight descriptions for these a r e  given below. 
180 Davs 
Power Fixed w t  . Spares Expendables 
Candidate fwatts) _(lb) 0
Variable speed fan 99 8 466 365 
Air bypass 8 82 502 353 
The powers shown a re  for use with condensing heat exchangers with integral 
wicking. Integral wicking has slightly lower pressure losses, hence lower power 
losses than face wicking. The wicks a r e  internal, however, and when the wicks clog, 
the whole heat exchanger must be replaced. In spite of this, because of the lower power 
(350 watts), the integral wick concept is chosen for Mission A. 
Greater power saving can be realized by other system changes. If more of the 
electronic equipment is cold-plate-cooled rather than gas cooled, it is anticipated that 
an additional 200 watts could be saved. Lower gas cooled loads may change the selec- 
tion of the a i r  bypass system, but the major change would be towards less power. 
The a i r  bypass system shown in figure 10 uses a bypass valve controlled by varying 
the coolant flow. 
f i l l  fan flow is maintained at  al l  times so that supplementary ventilation flow is not 
needed a t  high temperature or partial load conditions. An integral wick condensing heat 
exchanger is  used. 
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- Power being less critical, 
the variable speed fan concept shows better ratings for the cri ter ia  in table 11 than the 
a i r  bypass concept. Use of face wicking, despite its slightly higher pressure  drop, is 
now acceptable and offers the advantage of individual wick replacement rather than 
replacing the entire heat exchanger. The evaluation is summarized in table 12. The 
selected concept, shown in figure 11, uses a variable speed fan controlled by a tempera- 
ture controller. Cabin temperature is controlled by varying the air flow through the 
heat exchanger. Cabin relative humidity is controlled by varying the coolant flow 
through the heat exchanger. 
Maximum airflow (at maximum fan speed) occurs at the maximum cabin load condi- 
tion at a 65OF temperature condition. The variable speed operation of the fan motor is 
obtained by varying both frequency and voltage a s  a function of temperature setting. 
This method is necessary to obtain efficient low speed performance. The system uses 
a face wick type condensing heat exchanger. 
Water Management 
The water management subsystem is  used to collect and purify waste water and to 
s tore  and deliver potable water for use on demand. In performing this function, the 
subsystem i s  constrained by the following contamination control requirements : 1) water 
produced by the subsystem must be steri le  and f ree  of organic and inorganic toxic mate- 
rial,  2) stored water must remain sterile,  3) it must be possible to service the equip- 
ment routinely without contaminating the stored water, 4) service operations, such a s  
changing filters and removing sludge, should not contaminate the crew or  the atmos- 
phere, and 5) in the event of contamination of the water supply, there must  be a means 
of complete and rapid system sterilization. 
The waste waters which require processing by the waterr reclamation subsystem a r e  
listed below with their maximum daily average production o r  use rates. The equivalent 
required hourly processing ra te  is based on 18 hours of processing per day. 
Daily ra te  Hourly ra te  
Source (lb/day) 
Urine 
Sweat and respired moisture 
Washwater 
Urinal flush 
Following a r e  discussions of the selections for the water storage and water 
reclamation portions of the water management subsystem. 
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- Unlike the AILSS, which uses bladderless tanks for 
potable water storage, the Mission A and L3 systems use bladder tanks. Bladderless 
tanks will not be available for these pre-AILSS time period missions. 
Mission A water reclamation selection. - The water reclamation processes sat is-  
sying the absolute requirements a r e  shown in table 13 and a r e  rated for each criterion 
shown. Note, however, that reverse  osmosis i s  evaluated for  washwater and conden- 
sate only, and that multifiltration is evaluated for condensate only; neither i s  suitable 
for processing urine. Use of these concepts must be limited to those applications which 
employ a separate urine o r  urine and washwater processing unit. 
Referring t o  table 13, the most important primary criterion is power. Six of the 
concepts can be considered con~petitive on the basis of power: vacuum distillation/ 
compression, vacuum distillation/thernloelectric, flash cvaporation/compression/ 
pyrolysis, vapor diffusion/compression, multifiltration, ant1 reverse  osmosis. The 
f i r s t  four a r e  distillation processes. Vapor diffusion/comprcssion stands out a s  
superior  because o f  performance, safety (because of i t s  posi Live bacteria control) and 
low crew time. It is therefore selected a s  the urinal water processing system. 
Shown below a r e  quantitative data for the leading low power concepts. The weights 
shown a r e  based on 180 day resupply. 
An examination of these data shows a significant weight and power advantage by 
using vapor diffiision/con~pression for  urinal water processing coupled with reverse  
osmosis for condensate and washwater processing. This i s ,  therefore, the selected 
water reclamation system for  Mission A. A schematic of this concept i s  shown in 
figure 12. 
[ v a p o r  diff. /compr. (all  water) 1 1550 1 912 1 398 1 122 
-- 
80 1462 
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Figure 12. Typical Vapor ~iffusion/Compressiou Module Arrangement. 
Reverse osmosis uses  high pressure to  force water from a solution through a 
semipermeable membrane into a l e s s  concentrated solution. The osmotic pressure  
required depends on the concentration of the waste water. For washwater, a low 
initial osmotic pressure of about 20 psi i s  required. As water i s  extracted, the con- 
centration of impurities increases, and with it, the osmotic pressure. The pressure  
required to achieve a desirable recovery efficiency and process ra te  i s  100 psi for  
80 percent and 185 psi f o r  90 percent recovery. 
Reverse osmosis residuum i s  mixed with urinal water and processed further in a 
vapor diffusion/compressiot~ unit. Vapor diffusion/compression is an ambient pres - 
s u r e  distillation process in which water evaporates through a membrane, is  com- 
pressed,  and condenses on a porous metal condenser-separator. The heat of conden- 
sation, made available by the compression process, i s  used t o  evaporate the urine. 
The semipermeable membrane prevents the passage of solids and other contaminants, 
including microorganisms, into the condcnser. The  unit, one n~odule of which i s  
depicted in figure 13, is composed of several  membrane evaporator-condenser modules. 
In addition, the system employs a urine preheater,  a condenser coolant loop, a c i r -  
culation tank, pumps, pre-treatment tanlts, a compressor, and post-treatment equip- 
ment. 
The overall recovery efficiency i s  99 .3  percent. This leaves about 558 pounds of 
waste water residuum that must be disposed of over a 180 day period. With resupply 
capability, it can be stored in tanks on-board the spacecraft and, subsequently, trans- 
f e r red  t o  the resupply vehicle f o r  return to earth. Another approach would he t o  pro- 
cess  the residuum in the waste management system along with the other wastes. 
Mission B water reclamation selection. - Because Mission R does not represent  a 
power cri t ical  situation, power may be dropped from the primary cri ter ia .  With that 
in mind, table 14 was constructed to show the evaluation for Mission B. The compe- 
titive water reclamation concepts a r e  vapor diffusion and vapor diffusion/compression. 
Vapor diffusion was selected primarily on the basis of lower system weight made pos- 
sible by utilizing waste heat from the Brayton cycle power source. All other cr i te r ia  
were rated equally o r  better for vapor diffusion than for vapor diffusion/compression. 
This process is  in effect the same a s  the vapor diffusion/compression process 
described for  the Mission A water reclamation subsystem. These processes differ 
only in the provision in the Mission A system for  recovering the heat of condensation by 
the method of vapor compression. The vapor diffusion concept i s  shown schematically 
in figure 14. 
Consideration was given to  utilizing reverse  osmosis, a lower weight and power 
subsystem, to reclaim the condensate and wash water. A weight reduction of 216 
pounds for  180 days was realized by adding reverse  osmosis t o  process this part of the 
waste water. Less cr i t ica l  restrictions on power, increased system complexity, 
increased expendables, poorer reliability, and increased crew time, however, 
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outweighed any savings in weight offered by the inclusion of reverse osmosis. A vapor 
diffusion system was therefore selected to provide total waste water processing for 
Mission B. 
Waste Control 
The waste control subsystem provides for collection, treatment, and storage and/ 
or  disposal of all solid and liquid wastes, including the collection and transfer of raw 
urine to the water management system. Other subsystem requirements include elimi- 
nation of odors, aerosols, and toxic gases as  well a s  waste sterilization and storage 
or elimination of waste materials. 
The waste categories and daily quantities that require processing by the waste 
control subsystem a re  presented in the following table: 
...................................... Feces 
............................... Urine solids 
............................... Tissuewipes 
............................. Food packaging 
............................... Unused food 
.................................... Debris 
.................... Facial and cranial hair . .  
Vomitus ................................... 
Liquids 
(Ib/day) 
0.99 2.25 
1.53 1.53 
0.99 -- 
1.81  -- 
0.99 1.26 
0.08 -- 
Negligible 
Occurs a t  infrequent intervals 
Total waste products = 11.43 lb/day 
Solids - 56 percent 
Liquids - 44 percent 
Of the concepts initially considered as potential waste processing methods, only 
those satisfying the AILSS absolute requirements a r e  retained for a complete evalua- 
tion. Biodegradation, irradiation, freezing, vacuum drying utilizing separate functions, 
and wet oxidation were eliminated from further consideration because they fail to meet 
the absolute requirements. Biodegradation and wet oxidation a r e  rejected because of 
unacceptable availability/confidence. Irradiation and vacuum drying utilizing separate 
functions, which have an inherent requirement for manual transfer of feces, a r e  re-  
jected on the basis of the established ground rules which preclude this type of operation. 
Freezing processes, which inhibit microorganisms production rather than provide their 
destruction, a re  rejected for safety considerations. 
Mission A waste control selection. - Table 15 summarizes the Mission A waste 
control evaluation of concepts with acceptable absolute characteristics.  Integrated 
vacuum drying and liquid germicide addition a r e  the prime candidates, because they 
require significantly lower power, a s  shown in the following table based on 180-day 
resupply. 
Liquid germicide 
Integrated vacuum drying 
Flush flow O2 incineration 
Pyrolysis/batch incineration 
Crew time for both of these concepts is entirely satisfactory. Equivalent weight i s  
very low for both concepts. Hence, liquid germicide addition and integrated vacuum 
drying have very good primary cr i te r ia  evaluations, and a choice cannot be made a t  
this level. Table 15 also shows that overall secondary c r i t e r i a  ratings a r e  very 
nearly equal, although liquid germicide is considered poor in more a reas  than inte- 
grated vacuum drying. Rcinspection of absolute cr i te r ia  emphasizes that the major 
rating difference between the two concepts is in availability/confidcnce, which is much 
higher for integrated vacuum drying. Thus, the integrated vacuum drying concept is 
selected for Mission A because development of a low power, high performance unit is 
much more likely. 
A schematic diagram of the selected integrated vacuum drying concept is shown 
in figure 15. Waste matter is dried to  ten percent water content t o  stop microorganism 
activity and to  allow safe storage. Elimination of manual t ransfer  operations is 
achieved by collecting, treating, and storing wastes in a common container. After 
defecation (or  collection of other waste materials),  a gate valve seals  the container, 
which is  then evacuated to  1.0 psia by a vacuum pump before exposure t o  space vacuum. 
Incorporation of the vacuum pump reduces the cabin air loss. A fan provides process 
air flow. The fan must be sized to  pass an  adequate air flow through the container when 
it is full. A filter is required t o  retain solids and liquids but allow passage of the pro- 
c e s s  air .  
Efficient operation can be provided by adding a motor-driven slinger to  break up 
the fecal matter and centrifugally t ransfer  it  to  the container walls. Because a good 
heat t ransfer  surface is provided, application of a thermal energy source to  the con- 
tainer is  not required. Cabin air maintains the container/fecal matter  interface a t  a 
temperature sufficient to dry the waste to  a bacteriostatic condition. 
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Mission B waste control selection. - Table 16 summarizes the Mission B waste 
control evaluation. With power no longer a primary consideration, the liquid germi- 
cide addition and integrated vacuum drying concepts still have the most attractive pri- 
mary characteristics, However, with satisfactory reliability and equivalent weight and 
superior crew time, the integrated vacuum decomposition concept is also attractive. 
The situation is reversed for the secondary criteria, where integrated vacuum decom- 
position is clearly superior. In fact, liquid germicide addition and integrated vacuum 
drying a r e  considered poor in a t  least one area, implying difficult development 
problems. 
The integrated vacuum decomposition concept is  selected to avoid these problems 
and for its superior safety and crew time. 
The selected concept, shown schematically in figure 16, totally sterilizes and de- 
composes collected waste matter. The treatment process consists of three steps. 
First,  heating to 2 5 0 ' ~  for 30 minutes ensures sterilization of the wastes. Opening the 
vacuum vent valve then flashes contained water to space a s  a vapor. Finally, heating 
to 1 2 0 0 ~  F with the vent valve still  open pyrolytically decomposes the waste matter, 
and the resulting gases vent to space. After the unit cools, a crew member vacuums 
the residual ash (approximately 12 percent of the total waste matter processed) into a 
storage container, where it  remains until removed during resupply. 
Crew Provisions 
All of the crew provisions concepts selected for AILSS a re  available for Missions 
A and B. The concepts selected for Mission A include a freeze-dried diet, a whole 
body shower and disposable clothing. Mission B uses the same food and washing 
method, but reusable clothing i s  selected. 
Instrumentation 
A data management approach to fault detection and isolation similar to the AILSS 
was selected. This approach, using computerized fault isolation is virtually automatic. 
Since the basic equipment can be made available for Missions A and B, it  is therefore 
selected for these missions. It i s  anticipated, however, that somewhat less sophisti- 
cated fault isolation techniques will  be possible for the earl ier  flight dates. Some crew 
participation will therefore be necessary. 
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EFFECTS OF MISSION PARAMETERS 
There a r e  a number of mission parameters  that exert a major influence on the 
design of EC/LS equipment configuration, reliability, and weight. These include: 
1. Resupply 
2. Artificial gravity 
3. Flight availability 
4. Crew s ize  
All of these i tems a r e  influential to varying degrees in the configuration and design 
of the subsystems selected fo r  both Mission A and Mission B. Resupply capability pro- 
vides the ability to reduce the so la r  cell system power consumption a t  the expense of 
expendable weights. Artificial gravity, o r  rather its absence, i s  considered in sub- 
system designs involving two o r  more  states of matter. Availability presents a major 
constraint for  both Missions A and B. Crew size describes the requirements f o r  supply 
and processing rates and the general configuration of equipment best suited to meet 
these requirements. The discussions which follow present the effects of these para- 
meters  on the Mission A and B systems. 
Provisions fo r  vehicle resupply a t  180-day intervals allows several advantages and 
opportunities which a r e  not available otherwise to the AILSS mission. Those a r e a s  
primarily affected by resupply a r e  associated with expendables and spares and with the 
useful o r  extended life of vehicle life support items. The following list  outlines the 
a r e a s  affected by periodic resupply. 
1. Spares 
2. Expend able s 
3. Limited life i tems 
4. Maintenance 
5. Recalibration 
6. Possibility fo r  abort  
7. System effect 
Spares. - Resupply has a fundamental and direct bearing on equipment spa res  
requirements. As an example, consider the minimum mission duration of 720 days 
(2 years). This mission can be divided into four 180 day resupply segments. The 
vehicle is launched with the spares  required to achieve the required reliability for  the 
180 day period. At the end of each period, an inventory of the unused spa res  is taken 
and only those items actually required to restock the spa res  inventory to i t s  original 
level will be resupplied. Thus, the total number of additional spares  to be resupplied 
is equal t o  the total number of spares  used during the f i r s t  three segments of the four- 
segment mission. There  is a high probability that the number of spares used per seg- 
ment is in the range of four to  seven or, extended t o  the total mission, 12 t o  20 spares  
to  be resupplied. 
Expendables. - Expendable items which include food, clothing, make-up oxygen 
and nitrogen, hydrogen, and water can be limited to the 180-day resupply period, 
Food is the largest expendable item accounting f o r  some 40 percent of the EC/LS total 
equivalent weight on a 500 day mission. The food and all other expendables amount to  
approximately 5500 pounds fo r  each 180 day resupply period. An effect that should be 
considered with regard to expendables is that of disposal. Weight and volume reduc- 
tion of certain i tems such a s  food containers, unused food, feces,  and urine solids 
becomes less critical since these may be disposed of a t  180-day intervals and will not 
require accumulated vehicle storage for  the entire  mission. Use of lower performance 
but lower weight and power waste processing systems, such a s  vacuum drying, takes 
on increased importance. 
Limited life items. - Those i tems subject to predictable degradation over the 
period of the total mission length a r e  referred to a s  limited life items and may be  
replaced a s  necessary o r  at predetermined intervals coincident with the resupply 
schedule. Provisions and requirements for  life limited i tems a r e  reduced to  a signifi- 
cantly shor ter  period of time allowing grea ter  flexibility in their use and l e s s  stringent 
requirements fo r  redundancy and spares. 
Maintenance. - The maintenance approach may be modified for  missions with a 
shor t  (e. g. 180 days) resupply period. Certain failed equipment that would normally bet 
considered a s  maintainable in flight may now be spared at a higher level. This ap- 
proach would be desirable if a reduction in maintenance time is possible. Other in- 
fluences on maintenance approaches occur with multiple installed redundancies. Launch 
weight may be reduced by not carrying (as installed redundancies) certain heavy spares.  
These spa res  may be supplied by the resupply vehicle on an as-required basis. Main- 
tenance would then be required. 
Recalibration. - Calibration of vehicle systems may be accomplished a t  the re-  
supply intervals through standards inherent in o r  transported from earth a s  calibrated 
components by the resupply vehicle. For example, the major problem with polaro- 
graphic oxygen sensors  is that they a r e  a limited life item and that their calibration 
changes with time, whether they a r e  used o r  not used. It would now be possible to use 
these i tems which have a low weight, power, and volume by resupplying calibrated 
sensors  every 180 days. 
Possibility for abort. - The capability of resupply suggests the possibility of 
mission abort. With this option available, system failures requiring abort can be re- 
paired o r  replaced upon return and vehicle reactivation. Failures requiring abort 
therefore need not imply total mission failure. 
System effect. - The effect of resupply on Mission A total equivalent weight is 
that the launch weight is reduced by 17 337 pounds by the use of resupply every 180 
days for the two year mission. Zn addition, 789 pounds of spares weight is  saved by 
replacing only those items which fail during the 180 day period. 
For Mission B, the launch weight is reduced by 12 846 pounds by the use of re- 
supply every 180 days for the two year mission. In addition, 698 pounds of spares 
weight i s  saved by replacing only those items which fail during the 180 day period. 
The weight saving of Mission B i s  less than Mission A because of the use of: 
1. The Bosch C 0 2  reduction unit 
2. Reuseable clothing 
3, Integrated vacuum decomposition unit 
A detailed weight breakdown is presented in tables 2 and 3 of this report. 
Total equivalent weight summary 
Two years total 180 day 
Launch weight weight Expendable wt. 
(lb) (lb) (lb) 
Mission A 
Mission B 
Artificial Gravity 
The Mission A and B systems were designed for zero ligql conditions. Use of arti- 
ficial gravity would greatly simplify some of the subsystems, General areas of simpli- 
fication are  : 
1. ~iquid/gas  separation 
2. ~ i ~ u i d / g a s  interface control 
3, Maintenance 
4, Subsystem concepts 
Several subsystems become much easier to design and a r e  more reliable due to 
liquid/gas separation by gravity. Examples of this a r e  condensing heat exchangers that 
would not require wicks for phase separation and electrolysis cells that would use 
liquids instead of immobilized matrixes. 
Active control of the interface position greatly simplifies the use of bladderless 
tanks. Quantity measurement is also simplified and more reliable. Resupply of cryo- 
genic fluids becomes possible. Waste collection subsystems would change, completely 
eliminating fans and seals required for containment. A shower is a much simpler and 
lighter device since a forced a i r  stream i s  not required. 
Maintenance of liquid lines becomes much easier a s  lines can be easily drained, 
parts replaced o r  repaired, and the lines refilled. Gas can be bled from the lines at  
the "top" of the system. "Gas trapsu a r e  simpler and more reliable than "zero-g" 
type separators. 
Time required to  maintain components o r  subsystems will be shorter a s  the man 
can use both hands to  work and can use gravity to brace himself. 
Gravity will also lessen the contamination problem. Spilled liquids, large dust 
particles, dropped components, food crumbs, etc., will tend to settle out and fall to 
the "floor". A vacuum cleaner will be required for cleaning the floor but contamination 
will be much more localized. This localization could now make the use of systems 
which contain toxic fluids more practical by reduction of the containment problem. An 
example might be the circulating electrolyte electrolysis subsystem. Under "zero-gu 
conditions, loss of the electrolyte (KOH) into the cabin atmosphere would result in its 
dispersion over the entire vehicle by the gas stream. With gsttarvity, any electrolyte 
leakage should be localized and specialequipment could be added to contain leaks. 
Systems which were not considered due to complexity of phase separation such a s  
fused salt C02 reduction should be re-examined to  see  if they would become compe- 
titive with a gravity field available. Gravity would shorten the development leadtime s o  
that systems of this type would be available earlier. 
Waste Management would be greatly simplified in a gravitational field. Positive 
phase control would be possible for both liquid and solid wastes. The urine/air sepa- 
rator would not be required since gravity could be used to separate the liquid and gas. 
The fan would not be required for the collection of urine because gravity would direct 
the urine to the urinals. The water pump could also be deleted if the water system 
could be located t'belowv the urinals so  that gravity could be relied upon to pump the 
urine. 
A major change to the Waste Management Subsystem might be the deletion of rota- 
ting equipment; three of the four rotating components could be removed. System weight 
could be lowered and spares and power requirements reduced. The shape of the waste 
containers would probably change s o  that better utilization of the volume is possible. 
Gravity would direct the waste to  the bottom of the container and the vacuum port could 
be placed near the "topn of the container so  that liquid separator screens a r e  not re- 
quired. In addition some of the valving associated with deleted items could be removed. 
The largest change would be the increased reliability of the system. 
For water reclamation, a conventional vacuum distillation system would be used. 
Boiling the waste water directly and using gravity to separate the condensate is the 
simplest approach since rotating surfaces would not be required. Pumps, liquid/gas 
separators, etc., would be eliminated, making the system more reliable. 
A membrane evaporator is not necessary since vapor filtering may be located 
above the boiler. If used, membrane life would be much extended since it would not be 
clogged by the residue. Recovery efficiencies approaching 100% would be possible since 
solids would precipitate out of the urine residium in setting tanks. 
In the power critical design, reverse osmosis would still be used a s  would vapor 
diffusion/compression. Since reverse osmosis is  an all-liquid-phase system, and 
vapor diffusion/compression is a gas phase function, no gravity influence exists. 
For C02 reduction, the Bosch subsystem should be easier to develop. The weight 
of the Sabatier-methane dump subsystem should be lighter because the hydrogen t a n k  
can be easily refilled, reducing expendable weight. The tanks were considered expend- 
ables. 
Gravity would eliminate the major problem of the wick feed water electrolysis 
subsystem. The problem of gas buildup in the cell, purging the cell, and separation 
of the gas is  relatively simple i f  gravity is  available. Other systems such as  the circu- 
lating electrolyte system look much more attractive. Operation should be simpler; 
closer to commercial electrolysis cell operation. Systems can be easily drained for  
component repair or replacement. Leakage i s  not a s  serious, a s  !'drip pans1' can con- 
tain the corrosive fluid. 
C02 concentration would be the least affected of the subsystems. The molecular 
sieve concentrator would not change for Mission A and the steam desorption subsystem 
would remain the same for Mission B, Liquid absorption does not appear attractive 
enough to warrant further development. Handling of gases and solids is  preferred even 
with a gravity field. 
Contamination control of noxious and toxic gases, and airborne bacteria contamina- 
tion, will not be affected by gravity. Surface microbiological decontamination and 
debris will be easier to control a s  it will tend to settle out of the a i r  stream. Dusting 
or  vacuuming of the uflooru will be required to remove the debris. 
Gravity will have a significant effect on the thermal  and humidity control sub- 
system. Flow ra tes  may be reduced a s  gravity induced convection will help in t he rma l  
control. Water separation f rom the condensing heat exchanger can be accomplished 
with gravity r a the r  than wicks o r  ro ta ry  separators .  This  should considerably il lcrease 
reliability. Power will increase,  however, as the water must  be  blown off of the heat  
exchanger surface r a the r  than be wicked off. 
Subcritical O2 and N2 storage becomes very practical in a gravitational environ- 
ment. No phase control devices a r e  required. Resupply, using a "gt' field t o  effect 
t ransfer ,  becomes a relatively s imple operation. Fluid gauging i s  a l so  much s impler  
and m o r e  reliable. F o r  a low leakage vehicle (1.0 Ib/day) such as AILSS, high pres-  
s u r e  s torage,  however, would s t i l l  be the best system a s  the  amount of O2 and N2 t o  be 
resupplied i s  s o  small .  F o r  l a rge r  leakage ra tes ,  with resupply, subcrit ical cryogenic 
s torage  would be chosen a s  the weight savings would be substantial. 
As a n  example, the estimated effect that gravity will have on the power limited 
Mission A i s  shown in  table 17. Fixed weight and spa re s  would dec rease  592 lb, power 
would decrease  359 watts, and expendables would decrease  573 lb for  each 1 80 day r e -  
supply period. 
TABLE 17 
MISSION A SYSTEM WEIGHT CHANGE WITH ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY* 
AWt. expendables AWt. basic Aspares  A Power 
( ~ b )  (lb) 0 (watt) 
O2 and N2 s torage 
Water electrolysis 
C 0 2  concentrator 
C02 reduction 
Contamination control 
Thermal  and humidity 
Water reclamation 
Waste management 
TOTAL -573 -293 -299 -3 59 
*For  each 180 day resupply period 
Flight Availability 
Table 1 8  presents  a summary  of the availability of each of the concepts considered. 
All of the flight dates a r e  based on adequate funding being available on January 1 ,  1970. 
TABLE 18 
AVAILABlLITY SUMMARY 
Current  Earl iest  
development flight 
Subsystem c o n c e s  -- phase-- -- date Developine&problems 
0 3 / N 2  s torage 
Iiigh press .  , s t ee l  
High press .  , fi l .  wound 
IIigh p re s s .  , titanium (N2) 
Supercrit ical cryogenic/ 
thermal  prcssur iz t~ t ion  
Complete* 
Complete* 
Coniplete* 
Complete* 
None 
Normal development 
Normal development 
Insulation techniques 
Clilorate candles (02)  Prototype Cont t-ol of the reaction at 
lo\v usage r a t e s .  
Iligh inherent wt. - unac- 
cel)tal>le for  long inissioiis 
Phase separation II.drogen peroxide ( 0 2 )  Protot,ype 
Research Insulation techniques. 
Positive phase control 
Subcritical cryogenic/ 
thermal  pressuriz:ttion 
N:!FT4/N.,C)4 Safety - crew exposure to  
uureacted fuel and oxidizer 
Sitbcritical crgogenic/positive 
expulsion 
I'lladders that will withstand 
flexing at crvogenic temps.  
for 2 years  
Solitl cryogenic (0 ) 
2 
Nitric. oxide deconil~osition 
Research 
Concept Feasibility of reaction not 
demonstrated. No develoy- 
merit being performed 
Wick feed Prototype 1974 ltequires 0-g gas separa tor  - 
gas  dissolved in feed water  
causes  shutdown. 
Prototype 1976 Control of 0 2  generation 
r a t e .  Damage to  electro-  
lyte a t  low cabin humidity. 
T r a c e  contaminant c a r r y  
over .  
*Available now, but work on improved versions continues. 
Cabin a i r  
TABLE 18 (Continued) 
AVAILABILITY SUMMARY 
Subsystem concept 
Ion exchange res in  
Gas circulation 
Ion exchange membrane 
C irculating 
electrolyte 
Rotating unit 
CO:! removal 
Molecular sieve 
Solid amine 
Membrane final filter 
Steam desorbed resin 
Electrodialysis 
HZ depolarized cell  
Current Earliest 
development flight 
phase date Development problems 
Research 
Prototype 
Prototype 1976 No proof of endurance. 
Method to detect and isolate 
H2 leaks. 
1977 No life testing run. 
1977 Requires gas separator.  
No endurance proven. 
Materials compatibility, 
current distribution and 
coolant dist. problems. 
Prototype 
Complete 
Prototype 
Research 
Research 
Prototype 
Research 
1977 Plastic construction presents 
f i re  and atm . contam. prob- 
lem. Needs gas separation 
device. 
1977 Rotating connections and 
sea ls .  Electrolyte con- 
tainment when unit stops 
rotating. 
1974 Normal development 
1976 Delivery purity not estab- 
lis hed 
1976 No life testing. 
1977 Delivery purity not 
established. 
1977 Delivery purity not estab- 
lished. Req. devel. of 
humidifier. 
1978 Ilelivery purity not estab - 
lished. Delivery C o g  con- 
tains H2 - need means to 
react  o r  separate 
TABLE 18 (Continued) 
AVAILABILITY SUMMARY 
Current  Ear l ies t  
development flight 
Subsystem concept phase date  - D e v e a m e n t  - problems 
Membrane diffusion Research 1978 NO endurance testing done. 
Possible  poisoning of water 
condensate. 
Mechanical freezeout Research  1978 Delivery purity not estab-  
lished . Miniature rotating 
machinery development. 
Carbonation ce l l  Research 1979 Delivery purity not estab-  
l ished. Mater ials  problems. 
Liquid absorption Research 1980 Phase separation problems. 
C02  reduction 
Sabatier - CHq dump Complete 1974 Normal development 
Sabatier - CHq cracking Research 1980 Basic  r e sea rch  required. 
Sabatier - C2H2 dump Concept 1983 Pract ical  laboratory model 
must  be run. 
Bosch 
Solid electrolyte 
Fused sa l t  
Prototype 1976 Carbon car ryover  from the 
reac tor  car t r idge  and carbon 
formation outside the c a r -  
t ridge. 
Research 1979 Ttequires devel. of non- 
catalytic Hx , compressor  
and reactor  housing. Must 
find influence of oper .  temp. 
on life and carbon fo rm.  
Research 198? No proven design for  0 - g  
operation. 
Atmosphere contamination control 
Nonregenerable charcoal  Complete 1974 Iiacterial  growth in charcoal 
Catalytic oxidation - 1 and 3 Complete 1974 Estal~l ish suitability of 
s!tec.if'ic catalysts 
TABLE 18 (Continued) 
AVAILABILITY SUMMARY 
Current Earl iest  
development flight 
phase date Development problems Subsystem concept 
Nonregenerable sorbent Research 1977 Selection of sorbents . 
Normal development 
Research 1979 Normal development Regen. charcoal - 1 and 3 
Water reclamation 
Multifiltration 
Reverse osmosis 
Complete 
Prototype 
Urea removal 
Membrane life. 
Need additional method to 
remove urea .  
Air evaporation, open Prototype Microbiological and t race  
cont. control 
Air evaporation, closed 
Vac . dist . /pyrolysis 
Rot. Vapor Compression 
Reduce power requirement Prototype 
Prototype 
Prototype 
Reduce power requirement 
Seal and compressors for 
long life 
Vac. dist.  thermoelectric Presently short life of 
thermoelectric elements in 
series 
Research 
Flash evap. /compres . / ~ ~ r o l .  Ftesearch Evap-sep. needs develop- 
ment 
Flash evap. /compres. /pyrol. Research 
Vapor diffusion Prototype 
Vapor diff. /compression Research 
hap--sep .  development 
Membrane life 
Membrane, conlprcssor 
devel. 
Water s t o r a g e  
Bladder tanks 
Bladder less  tanks 
Coml~lete 
Prototype 
13ladde1- life 
0 -g  capability development 
required 
Body cleaning 
- 
Disposable wipes Complete 
65 
1972 Excessive weight 
Subsystem concept 
- 
IZeuseable wipes 
Automatic sponge 
Sl1owc 1. 
IZeuseable, incl. washer 
Waste control -- 
Vat. drying, sep .  func. 
Inte g. vacuum drying 
Freeze  wet waste 
Liquid germicide 
Flush flow 0 incineration 2 
Pyrol/batch incineration 
Integ. vac. decomposition 
TABLE 18 (Continued) 
AVAILABI1,ITY SUMMARY 
Current  Ear l ies t  
development flight 
phase date -- Llevelopment -- problems --
Coml~lete  1972 1,ittle development required 
Complete 1972 Norlxlal develol~ment 
Prototype 1975 Some integration develol~- 
ment 
Prototype 1979 Not effective, needs develop- 
ment 
Concept 198? Not effective 
IZesearch 1977 Sclectjon and t reatment  of 
m:ltchrials to meet  f i re  
safety recluirements 
Coricel~t 1977 Needs cleaning method. 
Lfltrasonic 17. V. could be 
studied. Need devel. of 
0 -g washing machine. 
Prototype 1974 linaccep. due to  require-. 
merit for manual t ransfer  
Prototype 1972 Normal devel . 
Concept 1977 Unacceptable for  safety 
considerations.  
Research  1977 No devel. has been done, 
requi re  development of 
sa fe  germicide. 
Prototype 1977 No devel. done yet 
Normal devel. 
Prototype 1976 Normal devel . 
TABLE 18 (Concluded) 
AVAILABILITY SUMMARY 
Subsystem concept 
Gamma irradiation 
Wet oxidation 
Biodegradation 
Beta-excited x-ray i r rad .  
Crew provisions (diet) 
Dried 
Frozen 
Freeze dried 
Liquid 
Current Earl iest  
development flight 
phase date Development problems 
Research 1979 Unacceptable due to require - 
ment for manual t ransfer  
of waste. 
Research 1980 Need practical means for  
efficient expulsion and f i l -  
tration, reduction -in residue 
quantities. 0 - g  oper,  not 
demonstrated. 
Research 198? Aerobic i s  slow and pro- 
duces noxious gases. 
Aerobic used commercially, 
but little devel. has been 
accom . for  flight use .  
Research 198? Unacceptable due to  require - 
ment for manual t ransfer .  
Complete 1973 No devel. req. , hut unac- 
ceptable to crews for  long 
duration flights. 
Prototype 1977 Req. devel. to determine 
most economical combination 
of f reezer  temp. and 
packing material.  
Complete 1975 Reduce packaging weight 
Prototype 1978 Need tests to determine 
physical effects of long- 
t e rm use and crew accepta- 
bility. 
Chemical Research 198? Same a s  liquid 
T11c t:1131c' also S ~ I O W S  t l ~ ,  current  status of each concept :1nd the\ tn:tjor ticvc~lopmc\nt 
problems involved. 'I'he entire projection is  b2sc.d on delineating sc.veral st:iges of 
devclopnlent through which :tny concept must pass. These five stages were designated 
concept phase, research phase, prototype development phase, flight hardware phase, 
and qualificatioli phase. 
Current status. - The f irs t  s tep  in estimating the flight readiness of a concept is  
- 
to determine its current development status. As a prerequisite, the five development 
stages were clefined a s  follows : 
Concept phase: A hardware concept o r  process has been suggested but no labor- 
:ttory cvorl.; has been done to  confirm its feasibility. More specifically, there i s  some 
clement that differcntiatcs the concept from similar  concepts, and no ex-pcrimental work 
has been done on this " t l i f f c r t i a t i n  element" following its suggestion. Analytical 
cnlculations may 13~1 roi~gll o r  nlay include detailed computer analysis. 
Itescarch phase: In tht. early part of this phase, feasibility of the concept i s  
conf i r~n td  by 1:lboratory experimental work, which must involve those components ("es- 
sential components") used to in~plenlent he differentiating element. In the later par t  oi 
this phase, essential components have been combined to form an integrated system, 
which is being tested to determine component interactions and system characteristics.  
This  must involve actual, rather  than simulated, compol~ent interface connection and 
simultaneous operntion. Components may be made of any material and connections may 
be flcxiblc tul)ing. 
I'rototypcl dcvclopmclnt phase: The early part of this phase is  s imilar  to the "pilot 
p1:~nt" stngr i n  clevclopmt:nt of a commercial chemical process. Components a r c  fab- 
ricated ~na tc r i a l s  th;it could be uscd in the final flight version, and consideral~le 
nttcntiotl has been given to component packaging. The pilot unit i s  linlitecl in that i t  
musi bc. scaled up from its fractional capacity to  handle the full load in an actual. space 
mission. This is  the most probable time for use a s  an in-flight experiment. The l a t e r  
part of this phase involves a. scaled-up version of the pilot unit. It i s  designed to sup- 
polst n crc\v of s e v i ~ m l  men. 'This unit i s  usually heavier than the final flight version, 
:md ccrtnin noncritical nutomatic control features may bc manually sin~ulatr~cl. This 
unit i s  often uscd in a lilailncd spacecraft simulation chamber. 
Flight hardware phase: This is  a development stage involving a flight design devel- 
oped for a specific preflight hardware tes t  program. 
Qualification phase: This final stage involves fabrication and performance and 
vibration testing of actual flight hardware fo r  a specific flight hardwart. program. At 
completion of this stagtb, a concept i s  ready for flight evaluation. 
Dcvelopmcnt proic.ction. - Once a concept i s  identified with its pre>st*nt icvc.Iopn-\c.nt 
phase, its future tlc~vc~lopment must be projected through subsequent ph3sc.s. 'i'hc t in~c.  
clement in developmc~nt projection i s  especially difficult t o  forecast with consistrwcy 
among concepts. 'l'hc approach used t o  minimize this difficulty is to tlc~signatc~ 
"standard" time periods for  each development phase. Standard time periods were de- 
fined a s  follows: 
Concept phase 
Research phase 
Prototype development phase 
Flight hardware phase 
Qualification phase 
1 year  
4 
5 
3 
1 
Total development period 14 years 
These standard time periods a r e  then modified to  predicted actual time periods by 
considering the influence of simplifying and complicating factors. Simplifying factors  
include development work on a related flight concept, existence of a commercial ver- 
sion, and freedom from a11 but routine development prol~lems. Complicating factors 
include mticipnted problems with zero gravity phase sepa~c~t ion ,  materials,  high tem- 
perature, and component integration. Additional factors a r e  the nun1bc.r of c.ssentia1 
components, complexity of clssential con~ponents, and rnaintc3nancc and control consicl- 
emtions. 
Flight readiness dates. - Adding the projected time from current status to final 
qualification to the current date gives the projected flight readiness dates shown i n  
table 18. Because these dates a r e  based on ample and continuous funding beginning 
early in 1970, many of them may be too early. Nevertheless, this does not limit their  
usefulness, because they a r e  intended t o  a s sess  potential availability rather  than to  
predict actual availability. 
Crew Size 
Large crew size will have some effect on equipment selection but the primary effect 
will be on equipment modularity. 
Subsystem selection. - Equipment changes will be in the a r e a  of contaminant con- 
t ro l  and water management. The expendable t race  contaminant sorbent nlaterial shoultl 
be replaced with a regenerable charcoal system. Large expendable quantities will 
therefore be eliminated. 
In the a r e a  of water  management it is desirable t o  recluce process  penalties (in 
weight) by adding a r eve r se  osmosis  stage for  washwater and condensate processing. 
The significantly large quantities of these waters  resul t  in a total  equivalent weight 
decrease  which more  than compensates f o r  the increasecl system unrcliability. 
The large quantities of wet wastes (food wastes and urine sludge, but not neces- 
sa r i ly  considering fecal  water) produced by very la rge  crews can provide large quan- 
t i t ies  of water. Watcr reclaimed from these wastes may he clcctrolyzed t o  proctuce 
oxygen fo r  lealiage ninlie up, and a l so  provide a source of oxygen exl3ended during 
extravehicular activity opcr:ltions. 
Modularity. - With the. :rclvent of large crew sizc., the question of whcstllc>r to  pro- 
vide singlc., largr. sul~systc~t-ns o r  to  provide smlrller nlodi11:trizt~d subsystem to  per- 
form the major  I.:(:/LS functions a r i s e s ,  If largc: functional subsystems are provided, 
thc weight anti s i ze  of thtl individual components becomcls esccssivc. ancl s p a r e  com- 
ponents a r e  too largcb to hantllc easily. In ortler to  retlilce the wcight and s i ze  of the 
spa re s ,  repa i rs  u~ i l l  bc  made. on a piece-pnrt level. That i s ,  sea ls ,  valve sea t s ,  
bearings, e tc . ,  will be  rc~placcd instead of components. This will necc)ssitate longer 
repair  t imes I,ecausc thc~ vnlvc~s, fans, etc. will have to  be disassembled. 
In 3 modular ticsign, multiple units perform thc necessary functions. If one 
n~odu le  fails, the system opc.rxtcs in :i rlc~grnc1t.d moclc iintil repairs can be  made. 
A dctailcrl tnotlularity s t ~ ~ d y  of a l l  subsystem must be ~uaclc to  tlc.termine the 
optimum modulnrity for  c ~ t c h  function considering such lactors  a s  : 
Growth of function 
Spaccx nv:tilnblt~ 
Woight and s ize  
Maintcnanct. t ime 
Inst~.utncntation rc~quirc~ments 
Nun-tbcr of c o l u p ~ ~ t m e n t s  
Commonality 
Interfaces 
While this i s  not possible without a detailed description of the crew,  theb vehicle, 
o r  the mission, cer tain general  comments can be made. 
Compartmentation of the vehicle will be necessary with large crews.  The deci- 
sion to modularize the functions of cabin temperature control, hutniduty control  and 
contamination control will be influenced by vehicle configuration ancl compartmentation. 
It i s  probable that the sensible heat generation ra tes  will be independent of C 0 2  
and contamination water and will vary widely in each compartment. In order  t o  con- 
serve  fan power each compartment will have an individual temperature control unit 
and ventilation system. Coolant will be pumped to each compartment fo r  thermal 
control rather  than the gas. The temperature control function is therefore modu- 
larized to a level depending on configuration. 
It will be desirable to  provide humidity control with a centralized system. ?'his 
would minimize the number of components and keep the number of water separators  
to  an absolute minimum. The major problem with this i s  the large power required 
fo r  t ransport  within the vehicle and the large duct size. 
Based on an approximate humidity control flow of 50 cfin per man, the optimum 
duct diameter for  a 50 man crew is  about 18 inches. 
Trace  contaminant control of C 0 2  and trace gases will l x b  most efficiently accom- 
plished by a central system consisting of a catal.ytic oxidizer, sorbc.nt and conccntra- 
tor.  This flow will bc1 dirclcted to  each compartment. 
The basic C 0 2  rc.moval subsystem concept would not change for la rger  crew sizes 
but one o r  two adciitional modules would be used to eliminate subsystem downtimes. 
However, the r epa i r  time f o r  this modularization approach will also increase a s  more 
and larger  components a r e  required. 
Since a central unit i s  indicated fo r  humidity and contaminant control, the dt>gree 
of modularity may be based on maintenance and weight considerations. Other func- 
tions which fit into the same category a r e  oxygen generation, water reclamation, 
and to some degree, waste management. 
Power requirements. - Large crew sizes will require large amounts of EC/I,S 
power. This i s  of major importance to  the power generation system if there a r e  con- 
s traints  of maximum so la r  panel s ize (for Mission A), o r  available quantities of 
rndioisotopch fo r  the Brayton cycle (for  Mission B). 
Power requirements for a nine man crew a r e  approximately 1.5 kW per man, 
considering EC/LS power and other vehicle power required by the crew. About 50 
percent of this power requirement i s  necessary for oxygen generation, temperature 
control, and water reclamation and i s  directly proportional t o  crew size. Thc re- 
maining power requirements, a s  for  lighting, communication, heat transport,  ctc. 
become more  efficient on a pe r  man basis. A 100 man station power requirement 
should therefore bc of the order  of 100 kW, with a power pe r  man factor reduced to 
1 kW per  man. 
An approximate equation to  he used fo r  Ec/LS and crew dependent vehicle power 
P = 0.75 N + 2.25 N ~ / ~  
where P is power in kilowatts, and N is the number of men. 
PARAMETRIC DATA 
The total equivalent weight fo r  concepts considered fo r  the AILSS study as a 
function of mission duration and power supply is presented for both s i x  and nine man 
crews in figures 17 through 63. 
Several cautionary notes must be made with respect to  the use of these curves. 
First ,  the curves present subsystem data and do not reflect system integration con- 
siderations. The weight of certain thermal control and water management equipment 
is  not shown and system commonality is  not accounted for. Thus, the sum resulting 
from adding the weights for each selected concept does not necessarily equal the total 
system weight. Second, it should a lso  bc pointed out that the weights a r e  fo r  projected 
1976-1980 state of the a r t  and do not apply f o r  missions in an ea r l i e r  t ime period. 
Thirdly, power penalties a r t  fo r  the three AILSS designs, all  so lar  cell  power, iso- 
tope/solar cel l  power, and Urayton cycle power. The power penalty is  450 pounds/ 
electrical kW, and 50 pounds/isotope kW. These curves should not be used for  other 
penalties. Finally, the curves for  the water reclanlation concepts reflect the pro- 
cessing rates indicated for s ix  and nine men only, and extrapolation to other pro- 
cessing rates should not be attempted. 
Figilre 17. Oxygen Storage Reqiiiremeilts. 
Figure 18. Nitrogen Storage Requirements. 
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Figure 19. 0 2 / N 2  Storage - High Pressure Oxygen - Filament Wound. 
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F i g u r e  20. 0 2 / N 2  Storage - High Pressure N i t r o g e n  - Filament Wouod. 
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Figure 21. 0 2 / ~ 2  Storage - Chlorate  Candles for  0 2 .  
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Figure 22. 0Z/l'i2 Storage - Hydrogen Pc>roxide. 
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Figure 23. O ~ / N ~  Storage - Hydrazine/Nitrogel~ Tetraoxirle. 
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Figure 24. 0 2 / ~ 2  Storagc Subcritical Cryogenic. 
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Figure 25. 0 2 / N 2  Storage Supercritical Cryogenic. 
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Figure 26. Water Reclamation - Vapor Compression. 
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Figure 27. W a t e r  Reclamation - Thermoelectric.  
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Figure  28. Water  Reclamation - Vacuum ~ i s t i l l a t i o l ~ ~ y r o l y s i s  and 
F lash  Evaporation/grrolysis.  
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Figure 29. Water Reclamation - Flash Evaporat ion/Compression. 
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Figure 30. Water Reclamation - Closed Cycle Air Evaporation. 
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F i g u r e  31. Wate r  Reclamat ion - Vapor Diffusion. 
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Figure 32. W a t e r  Rcclnlnation - Vapor  iffa as ion/ Compress ion. 
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Figure 33. Water Reclamation - Reversc Osmosis. 
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Figure\ 34. Water  Reclan~ation - Multifi1tr:ltion. 
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Figure 36. Contaminant  Colltrol - Regenem1)lc Charcoal/C:itaii~Lia Okiilnt ion. 
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Figurc 38. CO2 Reduction - Solid I<lcctrolyte. 
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Figure 39. CO2 Reduction - Bosch. 
F i g u r e  40. C 0 2  Reduct ion  - ~ a b a t i e r / M e t h a n e  Duv:?. 
F i g u r e  41. C 0 2  Reduction - ~ a b a t i e r / ~ e t h a n e  Cracking.  
Figure  42. C 0 2  Concentration - Molecular Sieve. 
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i 5 .  CCt2 Conccntr:lt ion  - I :  l c ~ c t l ~ o t l i ; ~ l \  s is.
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Figure 46. C 0 2  Concentrat  ion - Carbonation Ce 11. 
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Figure 47. C 0 2  Concentration - H:, Dcpolarized Cell. 
Figure  48. C 0 2  Concelltratioll - Membrane Diffusion. 
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Figure 49. C o g  Concentration - Liquid Absorption. 
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F i g u r e  50. CO Concentration - Mechanical  E'reezeout 
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Figure 51. Electrolysis - Cabin Air.  
Figure 52. Electrolysis  - Gas  Circulation. 
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Figure 53. Electrolysis -'wick Feed. 
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Figu1.e 5-1. Electrolysis - Ion l<:schangc hTt.1111,1.ane. 
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Figure 56. Electl-olysis - Circulatillg Elect l -oly te. 
Figure 57. Electrolysis - Rotating Unit. 
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F i g u r e  58. Waste Con t ro l  - Liquid Germicide .  
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Figure 59. Waste Control - Integrated Vacuum Drying. 
Figure 60. Waste Control - 1ilteg1-atecl Vnatu l ) l  13urotnpositio11. 
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Figure 6 1. Waste Control - Pyroly sis/Batch 1nc.ineration. 
Figure G2. IVaste Contl-01 - Flt~sh Flow O., I n c . i n t ~ ~ - : ~ t i o r ~ .  
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Figure 63. Waste Control - Wet Oxidation. 
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